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Abstract 

In 2020, all nations went into lockdown in order to combat the spread of the pandemic 
situation brought on by corona virus disease. Everyone’s screen time has increased while 
offices, schools and institutions were remained closed. Everything is being relocated to a digital 
platform, which expands the use of social media. Many people have been victims of cyber 
harassment, which includes disparaging one another, using fictitious accounts to harass others, 
making threatening comments about young students, and sexually torturing them online. The 
number of Internet users worldwide has reached a record level. These days, person of any age 
utilize social networks, and the majority of them use the internet (i.e., Facebook, Instagram 
Twitter, etc.). Individuals can interact instantly or asynchronously, publicly or anonymously 
across geographic boundaries due to social networks and mobile technology. Cyber 
harassment can hurt social media users by causing mental suffering, which can lead to 
withdrawal from social networking platforms or perhaps life itself. At the same time, Users are 
frequently outraged when network providers intervene and consider such an invasion to be 
unjust. The aim of this study is to know the cyber harassment its various type and laws dealing 
with such problems. 
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Introduction  
With the rapid growth of the social media platforms usage, cyber harassment has 

emerged as one of the most significant challenges in our society. Online harassment has 
various adverse effects that significantly influence the victims due to the increased frequency 
given by Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), (López-Vizcano and Nóvoa, 
2021).1 Due to children's and teenagers' extensive usage of mobile devices and social 
networks, the number of persons who experienced cyber harassment in their lifetime climbed 
from 18% in 2007 to 36% in 2019. Bozyiğit et al.2 conducted research which (2021) indicates 
that about three billion individuals use social media platforms for communication. It is unclear 
whether social media platforms offer different benefits or some harmful behaviors like cyber 
harassment. 

It is a cybercrime where a harasser continually threatens or humiliates the victim on a 
digital forum by posting derogatory comments, private information, fraudulent content, or 
messages about them. Cyber harassment in social networks can be stopped and adverse effects 
on the victims can be lessened with the help of early detection and tracking down of the 
harasser. 

                                                           
1López-Vizcaíno, Manuel F., Nóvoa, Francisco J., Carneiro, Victor, Cacheda, Fidel, 2021a. 
Early detection of cyberbullying on social media networks. J. Sci. Direct Future 
Gener. Comput. Syst. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2021.01.006. 
 
2Bozyiğit, Alican, Utku, Semih, Nasibov, Efendi, 2021a. Cyberbullying detection: Utilizing 
social media features. J. Sci. Direct Expert Syst. Appl. http://dx.doi.org/10. 
1016/j.eswa.2021.115001. 
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In the last decade, Dependence on the internet has increased manifold and is growing 
exponentially in the daily life of mankind. Although using the internet has made it easier for 
people to access many information channels, it has also brought many negative consequences, 
many of which are recorded as typical Cyber Crime cases. Due of unresolved identities, social 
media is another area where using the internet poses a risk that have tempted challenges to 
Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) to handle with them mainly in cases against Women and 
Children. One of the major issues LEAs are currently dealing with is cyber harassment cases, 
when cyber predators or harassers use technology as a means of committing the crime. There 
are many different sorts of cybercrime, such as trolling, stalking, and cyberbullying. Stalkers 
employ false profiles, identity theft, proxies, VPN services, and masquerade techniques when 
committing crimes. Investigating officers have a lot of difficulty finding the offenders because 
of these techniques ensure anonymity. According to the National Crime Records Bureau Report 
(NCRB 2019), there has been a significant rise in cybercrimes in India in 2019 compared to 
previous years. It is expected that they will spread like a disease if these crimes are not 
adequately and immediately addressed, and the offenders are convicted and punished. 

Objectives of Paper 
 To understand the concept of cyber harassment, different kinds of cyber harassment 

and the Means & Modus operandi used in it, Motive behind the commission of crime and 
its General Targets. 

 The laws dealing with cyber harassment in India. 

Research Methodology 
The research methodology adopted for the paper is doctrinal and data 

collected from secondary sources. The secondary data collected from printed 
books, online legal research websites and information portals. 

Cyber Harassment 
Digital technology use has touched every aspect of our life. Any technology can be 

applied negatively or positively. An essential component of cybercrime is the improper use of 
information and communication technology. Online abuse and harassment is one of several 
offensive online behaviours that impacts users of all ages either directly or indirectly. 

A person engaging in persistent, unwanted, hostile behaviour in cyberspace with the 
goal to terrorise, intimidate, degrade, threaten, harass, or stalk someone is said to be engaging 
in cyber harassment. 

Any harassment committed via electronic media is thought to have an identical effect as 
traditional harassment offences. 

Forbes defines “online harassment or cyber harassment as repeated online expressions 
amounting to a “course of conduct” targeted at a particular person that causes the targeted 
individual substantial emotional distress and/or the fear of bodily harm.”3 

In India, there is no concrete any definition of online harassment. Cyber harassment 
also includes sexual harassment. It is defined under section 2(n) of the Sexual Harassment of 
Women at Workplace (prevention, prohibition, and redressal) Act 2013 as sexual harassment” 
includes any one or more of the following unwelcome acts or behavior (whether directly or by 
implication) namely: 
• physical contact and advances 
                                                           
3https://blog.ipleaders.in/cyber-stalking/?nonamp=1. 
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• a demand or request for sexual favours 
• making sexually coloured remarks 
• showing pornography 
• any other unwelcome physical, verbal or non-verbal conduct of sexual nature.4 

Categories of Cyber Harassment 
The Department of Justice (DOJ) of USA and ACPO (Association of Chief PoliceOfficers) in 

the UK and other international agencies have broadly classified on the basis of the severity of 
Online Harassment and the modus operandi Cyber Harassment into 10categories given as 
under; 

1. Cyber Bullying 
Cyberbullying includes “an act of sending, posting or sharing negative, harmful, false or 
demeaning content regarding others.”5 Cyber bullying also includes disclosing private or 
sensitive information that could put other people in a humiliating or embarrassing situation. It 
occurs on digital devices including smart phones, laptops, and tablets via apps, social media 
platforms, online forums, and gaming where users may access, interact with, and share 
material. 
Modus operandi used: 
• Publishing offensive or degrading remarks or content about someone online. 
• Posting a humiliating or offensive image or video. 
• Making a false profile of someone else. 
• Online threats that motivate a person to hurt or kill themselves or another person. 
• Posting hateful comments or content to stir up religious, racial, regional, ethnic, or political 
animosity online. 
• Asking for or posting personal, fabricated, derogatory, or embarrassing information about 
someone while using another person's identity online. 
• Consistently damaging a player's character, requesting payment, teaming up against them, or 
making direct threats using their private information. 
• Publishing something online that is meant to humiliate or disgrace people, such as stories, 
images, jokes, or cartoons. 
Motive behind the Commission of Crime: 
To become popular and influential within the dominant social circle; sometimes it is done to 
take retribution, and many cyber bullies perform their actions only for amusement. 
The Means of information and communication technology used is e-mail, social media 
platforms (facebook, instagram, whatsapp, twitter, youtube etc.), website instant messages, 
web-based SMS, MMS and online games. 
The general target of this cyber harassment is School kids, Teenagers, Women and Colleagues. 

2. Cyber Teasing 
Cyber teasing is defined as “any attitude, mindset, pattern of behaviour, or action that the 
target perceives as an insult or an act of humiliation. In general, it refers to the harassing of 
women by strangers in public spaces, on the streets, and on public transportation; however, 
when a crime of this nature involves ICT, it is referred to as cyberteasing.”6 

                                                           
4The Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (prevention, prohibition, and redressal) Act 2013, Section 2(n). 
5https://www.stopbullying.gov/cyberbullying/what-is-it 
6 https://bprd.nic.in/WriteReadData/Orders/BPRD%20Cyber%20harassment%20cases%206-3-21.pdf 

https://bprd.nic.in/WriteReadData/Orders/BPRD%20Cyber%20harassment%20cases%206-3-21.pdf
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Modus operandi used: Sending, transmitting, or publishing offensive, humiliating, defamatory, 
or misleading information or material using the below means: 
 Social Media (Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter etc.) 
  SMS (text messages from the cellular network) 
 Instant Message Services (WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Instant Message etc.) 
 E-mail 

The general motive in this offence is for gaining sexual attention, exacerbate feeling of shame 
and humiliation and out of revenge. 
Girls, Teenagers and women are generally target. 

3. Cyber Stalking 
 Bociji and McFarlance defined ‘cyberstalking’ as “a group of behaviors by a person who 
uses Information and Communications Technology (ICT) to harass another person. They also 
provided a list of behaviors which may be expressed as cyberstalking, such as (i) transmission 
of threats and false accusations; (ii) damaging data or equipment, stealing of identity or data 
theft; (iii) computer monitoring, (iv) the solicitation of minors for sexual purposes and (v) any 
other form of aggression.”7 
 Cyber stalking is the practise of stalking, controlling, manipulating, or routinely 
threatening a minor, an adult, or a business group using information and communications 
technology (ICT). 
 Cyber stalking is both an online assailant tactic and typology of psychopathological ICT 
users. Cyber stalking comprises direct or implied threats of physical harm, habitual 
surveillance and gathering information to manipulate and control a target.  
Modus operandi used: 
  Posting obscene or threatening comments on the victim's blog, social media page, website, 

or guestbook. 
 Making websites, profiles, or other accounts with messages to threaten or harass the victim 

or making it appear as though the victim made a specific website with provocative or 
pornographic images;  

 Sending the victim inappropriate electronic greeting cards;  
 Posting personal advertisements in the victim's name; 
 Hate speech, which is when someone uses language to disparage, criticise, threaten, or 

target someone on the basis of one’s identity or other characteristics (such as sexual 
orientation or disability or religion etc.) 

 Using the victim's email or accounts of social media platforms to read emails and messages, 
uncover the victim's personal information, or change passwords 

 Pretended to be the victim’s online identity to harm reputation or relationships. 
 Monitoring the victim's position using GPS, tracking apps or spyware. 
 Placing orders for products or services: Placing orders for goods or magazine subscriptions 

in the victim's name. These frequently involve ordering sex toys online and having them 
delivered to the victim's place of employment or subscribing to pornography. 

                                                           
7Pavica Sheldon and Others, The Dark Side of Social Media: Psychological, Managerial, and Societal Perspectives, 
(1st edn., Academic Press 2019) 45.   
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E-mail, social media/networking facebook, instagram, whatsapp, twitter, youtube etc.), 
website, instant messages, web-based SMS, postal letters and telephone/cell phone 
conversations are used in the offence. 
General targets of this crime are young women, teenagers, ex-girlfriend or boyfriend, 
colleagues, unknown victims and celebrities or famous personalities. 

4. Cyber Defamation 
 Cyber defamation is defined as the act of disseminating or publishing defamatory 
content using electronic devices and the internet. If someone publishes some defamatory 
statement and/or sends e-mails containing defamatory content to other people to defame the 
victim, it would be considered as an act of cyber defamation.  
Modus operandi used: 
 publishing/posting derogatory remarks against individual(s) or organization(s) on 

websites, on social media/networking sites 
 disseminating false information against person/organization through e-mails. 

Impact of Cyber Defamation: 
 Loss of reputation of individual or organization 
  Loss of business if the organization is defamed. 

Motive of the offender is to defame a person/association, to take retribution from an 
individual/organization and political inspiration can be the motive to defame public 
figure/organization. 
Individuals, Organizations, and Public/Political figures are targeted. 
E-mail, social media/Networking (Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter, YouTube etc.) and 
Website/Blogs are used in committing this crime. 

5. Identity Theft 
Identity theft and identity fraud are terms used to refer to all types of crime in which someone 
wrongfully obtains and uses another person's personal data in some way that involves fraud or 
deception, typically for economic gain.8 
The act of using other’s Personal Identity information such as name, identification number, or 
credit card number, without their permission, to commit fraud is Identity theft. Table 5 lists the 
means of ICT, motives and general targets. 
Modus operandi used: 
 Phishing 
 Skimming 
 Data Breach 
 Phone scams 
E-mail, social media, POS (point of sale device) and mobile phones are used for committing 
this crime. 

For financial gains, to commit frauds using other identities and to harass an individual are 
general motive in committing this crime. 
Individuals, organizations and public are generally targeted. 

6. Catfishing 

                                                           
8https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/identity-theft/identity-theft-and-identity-fraud 
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Cat fishing refers to the creation of a false identity by a cybercriminal with the intention of 
defrauding a victim or stealing their information and identity. In other words, a cybercriminal 
will pose as someone they're not and use their new identity to wreak havoc.9 
A person who engages in catfishing creates a false identity on a social network account and 
typically targets a single victim for exploitation, deceit, fraud, and other benefits. 
Modus operandi used: 

 Harassing someone by creating a fake social media profile in the name of others or to 
impersonate someone else. 

 Catfishing is often used for romance scams on dating websites. 
 Catfishing is a sort of trolling or desire fulfilment that can be done for monetary gain, to 

compromise a victim in some way, or just for pure fun. 
E-mail, social media/networking (Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter, YouTube etc.), 
Website/blogs/forum are the means of commission of offence. 
Low self-esteem and build a fictitious online persona to interact with people, Seek money, and 
build a fake relationship with their victims to get it, and Revenge from others are motives of 
the crime. 
Young women, teenagers, ex-girlfriends/boyfriends and celebrities or famous personalities are 
generally targeted. 

7. Doxing 
Doxing generally, a means of vigilantism, is defined as the overt collection, aggregation and 

publication of information of a targeted individual (without his/her consent)on the internet for 
public consumption, with the intention of causing embarrassment, humiliation and damages, in 
a way that threatens the victim’s privacy and possibly those around the victim (friends, family 
members etc.)10 

Doxing is the process of retrieving, hacking and publishing other people’s information such 
as names, addresses or phone numbers and/or credit/debit card details. Doxing may be 
targeted toward a specific person or an organization.  

Modus operandi used: 
 Gathering publicly available information and compiling it as a dossier and publishing 

it online. Social engineering techniques can be used to gather information. 
 Publishing someone’s personal information such as phone number, e-mail id, credit 

card information etc. in public. 
  Hacking someone’s system or account, to steal important information and publish 

the same online. 
E-mail, social media/Networking (Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter, YouTube etc.), 
Website/blogs/forums are general means of the crime. 
Harassment of individual/public figure/organization, to extort individual for financial gains, to 
take revenge, to threat individual are the general motive behind the offence. 
Individuals, Public/Political figures, and Organizations are generally targeted. 

8. Swatting 

                                                           
9
https://thebusinessprofessor.com/en_US/criminal-civil-law/catfishing-cybercrime-definition 

10
https://concordia.ab.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Roney_Mathews.pdf 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAQQw7AJahcKEwigzselkNj7AhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fconcordia.ab.ca%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2017%2F04%2FRoney_Mathews.pdf&psig=AOvVaw0iLfyQzjR3mB0ETmbrYtpM&ust=1669974048586722
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Swatting is a form of harassment in which attackers try to trick police forces into 
sending a heavily armed strike force — often a SWAT team, which gives the technique its name 
— to a victim's home or business.11 

Swatting refers to a harassment technique most often carried out by members of the 
online gaming community. Online gamers make a prank call, wherein they dial authorities and 
give them some false information diverting the police and emergency service response team to 
another person’s address.  
Modus operandi used: 
Swatters typically carry out this activity by calling emergency lines like 100 and making up 
violent emergencies like hostage situations or shootings. 
The motive is harassment, to take revenge and to extort individual for financial gains. Teens, 
Kids and Online gamers are general target of offender. 

9. Cyber Trolling 
Cyber trolling is a deliberate act of making random unsolicited and/or controversial comments 
on various internet forums with the intent to provoke an emotional response from the readers 
to engage them in a fight or argument which may be just for amusement or for other specific 
gains. Now that almost anyone can comment on a status update, reply to a tweet, converse in a 
community thread or send an anonymous question, trolling is everywhere that people 
interact.12 Modus operandi used: 
• YouTube video Comments: People troll through comments on YouTube videos. 
• Comments on Blogs particularly on some popular blog and/or news sites. Trolls include acts 
like cursing, name-calling etc. 
• E-mail: There are lots of trolls who actively spend time and energy to write horrible e-mail 
messages/comments in response to people, they disagree with, feel offended by, or just to get a 
thrill for no significant reason at all. 
• Social Networking websites - Tweets, Re-tweets, comments, posts are a few of the activities. 
The Motive of the offender is to make others feel low self esteemed or disgraced, to take 
revenge on others, ideological differences, religious discontentment and gender biases. 
The offender targets generally individuals, public/political figures, celebrities and specific 
communities. 

10.  Revenge Porn 
Revenge pornography can be defined as “dissemination or posting sexually explicit 

media without the consent of the individual in the media, particularly where the intent is to 
shame, humiliate, and frighten the person or otherwise cause them harm” (Lonardo, 
Marthland& White, 2016).13The sexually explicit images or videos may be made by a partner of 
an intimate relationship with or without the knowledge and consent of the subject.  
Modus operandi used: 

The possession of the material may be used by the perpetrators to blackmail the 
subjects into performing other sex acts or to coerce them into continuing a relationship or to 
punish them for ending the relationship or to threaten them. 
                                                           
11https://www.csoonline.com/article/3573381/what-is-swatting-unleashing-armed-police-against-your-
enemies.html 
12https://www.aiquintessential.co.uk/courses/cyber-security-ips-sh/ 
13Lonardo, T., Marthland, T., & White, D. (2016). A Legal Examination of Revenge Pornography and Cyber-
Harassment. Digital Forensics, Security and Law, 11(3), 79-92. 
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The motive of this crime is revenge, to humiliate, intimidate and blackmail.  
Young women and children are general targets.  

LEGAL FRAMEWORK ON CYBER CRIME 
There are various laws which are dealing with the problem relating to cyber 

harassment which are followings; 

Indian Penal Code, 1860 
Indian Penal Code, 1860 is principal law dealing with various offences but it does not 

provide any specific provision to tackle the offences relating to cyber world. It was amended 
many times to deal with the change of situations. There are some provisions which are given 
below dealing with cybercrime-  

 Cyber bullying-S-354A, S-354D, S-506, S-507, S-509, S-500, S- 305, S-306, S-292, S-293 
and S-294 

 Cyber teasing- S-294, S-354A, S-506, S-507 and S-509 
 Cyber stalking-S-354D, S-503, S-504, S-354A, S-506, S-507, S-509 and S-500 
 Cyber defamation-S-499, S-500, S-292, S-294, S-506, S-509 
 Identity theft-S-464, S-465, S-468, S-471, S-474, S-477A, S-120B, S-406 
 Personation-S-419, S-417, S-426, S-468, S-469, S-471, S-474, S-354A, S-500, S-509 
 Catfishing-S-417, S-419, S-290, S-294, S-354A, S-471, S-500 
 Doxing- S-506, S-507, S-509, S-354A, S-354C, S-292, S-499, S-426, S-469 S-473, S-354D 
 Swatting- S-177, S-505, S-507  
 Trolling- S-500, S-354A, S-354C, S-354D, S-509, S-504, S-505, S-506, S-507, S-153A, S-

153B, S-295A, S-292, S-120B  
 Revenge porn-S-354C • S-354D • S-354A • S-292 • S-294 • S-506 • S-507 • S-509 

The POCSO Act, 2012 
The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012 is a special legislation 

enacted to secure the interest of the child from sexual offences.  Section 12, 17 and 18 of POCSO 
Act deals with offence relating to cyber bullying of child. 

The Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act, 1986 
The legislation was intended to regulate women’s representation in mainstream media, 

especially in print. It was implemented to ensure that women’s representation in the media 
was not indecent through ads, magazines, publications, and illustrations. Section 4 r/w Sec. 6 of 
the Act mainly dealing with offences like cyber bullying, cyber teasing, cyber stalking, cyber 
defamation cat fishing, trolling, revenge porn etc. 

The Young Person (Harmful Publication) Act, 1956 
This Act was enacted to prevent the dissemination of certain publications 

harmful to young persons. Cyber bullying, cyber teasing, Personation and cyber defamation 
under this Act mainly deal by S.-3 r/w S.-6. 

The Schedule Castes and Schedule Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 
This Act was enacted to prevent atrocities against the member of the Schedule Castes 

and Schedule Tribes. The atrocities relating to Cyber against the member of SC’s and ST’s deals 
by S-3(u),S-3(v),S-3(w), S-5of the Act. 

The Information Technology Act, 2000 
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Information technology Act, 2000 is principal legislation to prevent cybercrime in the 
country. The objective of this act is to carry lawful and trustworthy electronic, digital and 
online transactions and alleviate or reduce cybercrimes. The IT Act has 13 chapters and 90 
sections. Following sections dealing with problem relating to cybercrime in India; 

 Cyber bullying- S-67,S-67A, S-67B, S-66E, S-72 
 Cyber teasing-S-67, S-67A, S-67B, S-66E 
 Cyber stalking-S-67, S-67A, S-67B, S-72, S-72A 
 Cyber defamation-S-67, S-67A, S-67B, S-72 
 Identity theft-S-66C, S-43, S-66, S-66B, S-66E, S-72, S-72A, S-85 
 Cat fishing-S-66C, S- 66D, S- 66E 
 Doxing-S-66C, S-66E, S-66, S-72, S-72A 
 Swatting-S-43r/ S-66 
 Trolling-S-66E, S-67, S-67A, S-67B 
 Revenge porn-S-66E, S-67, S-67A, S-67 
Thus, looking on legal framework there is no specific legislation was enacted by parliament 

to deal with cyber harassment in India. There are some laws like IPC, Information technology 
Act, 2000 and etc., but none are dealing specifically and vehemently with various 
cyberharrasment as earlier stated in this paper. 

Conclusion 
The use of digital technology has touched every aspect of our life. Any technology can be 

applied negatively or positively. An essential component of cybercrime is the improper use of 
information and communication technology. Online abuse and harassment are one of several 
offensive online behaviours that impacts users of all ages either directly or indirectly. In this 
period, children are growing up with technology at their fingertips. Thus, various types of 
cyber harassment have become a household occurrence. Children are more vulnerable to cyber 
harassment as they have little understanding of the good and the bad. It’s Parent responsibility 
to be aware of child’s online activities in order to prevent cyber harassment. They have to be 
cognizant of the different apps and digital media that a child is using. It is also requiring 
legislating a specific Act to tackle with this problem, and existing law need to implement 
strictly. Awareness programme should be organised on certain interval to digitally educate the 
people specially parents of the children. 
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